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100gsm Lager

90gsm Bright White Laid *

Office
Many years ago when hand written letters were the
norm rather than the exception, nobody would dream of
using white paper. Writing pads were always made from
a pastel coloured paper with a nice quality feel to it.
Every letter was unique, handwriting differed from
person to person, people used different pens, different
coloured ink, the paper changed - overall every letter
had its own identity, its own feel and was a pleasure to
receive.

Originally, the only letters carried were those
to and from the Monarch and the Royal Court.
In 1635 a Royal Proclamation extending the
use of the “Royal Mail” to the public was
issued by Charles I.

95gsm Parchment Vellum 100gsm Glacier White *

100gsm Wiezen

90gsm Marble White

90gsm Natural White Laid *

90gsm Olympic Ivory

90gsm Soft Blue Laid *

Mixed Pack

With the advent of home computers and laser and inkjet
printing, letters and CV’s have lost something. The
majority are on inferior white copier paper, people use
the same font, they all look the same.
A special paper is a way of bringing back some
individuality. A special paper makes it look like you
care, it tells people you are an individual, and it shows
that you have given just that extra bit of thought to what
you present to them.
First impressions count - you only have one chance to
make a first impression - give yourself the best chance.
We hope you like the Office range and understand the
benefits of making it your new choice for home
computer use.
The Office range is a unique collection of colour and
texture that performs with today’s technology but
introduces a quality look and feel which together with
the matching envelopes really does make all the
difference.
* Acid Free
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